Part One: Essay Questions:

Please answer TWO (25% for each) out of the following questions 50%

1. Please describe your knowledge of the following terms in terms of the spirit of each age. Then, show any possible relationship among them: Classical Period, Medieval, Renaissance, Neo-Classical Period and Romantic Period.

2. Clarify any literary criticism you are familiar with in terms of its theory and practice. Then, apply any literary work (either a writer in English or American Literature) by any writer to show how the approach can be applied!

3. Among those major genres such as poetry, fiction and drama, which one is your preference? Then, apply any critical approach that might be proper for the interpretation of the genre according to your own study!

4. Please name a representative writer (only those in English Literature) to illustrate her/his importance to the period of time she/he is in according to your study!

5. Name any particular literary genre (e.g. Utopian literature or Meta-Fiction) to illustrate the importance of it to the literary study in general.

Part Two: Term-explaining:

Briefly explain FIVE (10% for each) of the following terms. Please specifically indicate the names of the authors and the titles of their works that can support your explanation. 50%

1. The Theater of the Absurd
2. Naturalism
3. Transcendentalism
4. Harlem Renaissance
5. Imagism
6. Symbolism
7. Bildungsroman
8. Picaresque novel
9. Stream of Consciousness
10. Regionalism